SMART, MEET FABRIC.

COMFORTABLE
For seamless wearable tech

STRETCHABLE
For workout without wear-out

SMART
For monitoring activity

WASHABLE
For clean gear
DUPONT™ INTEXAR™ IS REVOLUTIONARY SMART CLOTHING TECHNOLOGY.

No wires. No bulk. Just thin, stretchable ink and film, which eliminate the bumps and seams that drag down other types of wearable tech. Consumers can treat Intexar-integrated fabric like any other piece of washable clothing – it can endure over 100 wash cycles.

DuPont™ Intexar™ is first to market. It’s groundbreaking. And it’s manufacturer ready right now. Be among the first to integrate the next generation of wearable tech into your performance-wear.

TRACK AND MONITOR.

PULSE  BREATHING RATE  MUSCLE FLEX  FORM AWARENESS

WORKS ACROSS INDUSTRIES.

ATHLETIC  |  FIRST RESPONDER  |  MILITARY  
HEALTH & WELLNESS  |  MEDICAL

DUPONT™ INTEXAR™

INTEXAR.DUPONT.COM